In this paper we present the development process of NLP-QT, a question treebank that will be used for data-driven parsing in the context of a domain-specific QA system for querying NLP resource metadata. We motivate the need to build NLP-QT as a resource in its own right, by comparing the Penn Treebank-style annotation scheme used for QuestionBank (Judge et al., 2006) with the modified NP annotation for the Penn Treebank introduced by Vadas and Curran (2007) . We argue that this modified annotation scheme provides a better interface representation for semantic interpretation and show how it can be incorporated into the NLP-QT resource, without significant loss in parser performance.
Introduction
Question-Answering (QA) systems have a long history in the field of natural language processing. In the 1970s and 1980s QA systems focused on natural language interfaces to domainspecific data bases or expert systems. Such systems typically used hand-crafted, rule-based front ends for parsing and semantic interpretation. With the increased availability of large-scale textual resources, QA systems more recently have focused on domain-independent broad-coverage information retrieval applications that typically employ more shallow processing techniques for question analysis and answer matching.
The intended application for the research reported in the present paper is more in the tradition of the earlier, domain-specific QA systems in that it aims to provide a natural language front-end to large repositories of metadata about language tools and resources that are made available by the CLARIN 1 project. However, instead of relying on a parser with hand-crafted grammar rules, it employs a robust data-driven parser that requires annotated training data in the form of a treebank.
Since the natural language front end for the intended QA system is English, the simplest solution would be to use a statistical parser such as the Berkeley (Petrov and Klein, 2007) or Stanford (Klein and Manning, 2003) parser with an existing language model obtained from the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993) . However, it is well known that parser performance drops when analyzing text from domains other than that represented in the training data (Sekine, 1997; Gildea, 2001) . In particular, Judge et al. (2006) have shown that language models obtained from the Penn Treebank perform far worse on questions than on their original test data. The Bikel (2004) parser they employ has an F-Score of 82.97 when tested on Section 23 of the Penn-II Treebank and an F-Score of 78.77 when tested on the 4000 questions in QuestionBank. Judge et al. (2006) attribute this loss of per-formance to two factors: (i) in the genre of newspaper texts, which the Penn Treebank is based on, questions are not a high frequency syntactic construction, and (ii) if wh-type constructions occur at all in the Penn Treebank, they predominantly involve relative clause constructions or indirect questions, but not unembedded questions. Therefore, a parser trained on Penn Treebank data, routinely misanalyses unembedded questions as these other two construction types. In fact, it was this poor parser performance that led Judge et al. to create QuestionBank, a special-purpose treebank based on SemEval data sets for Question Answering (QA).The data include the SemEval QA data from 1999-2001, part of the 2003 set (2000 questions), and another 2000 questions provided by the Cognitive Computation Group at the University of Illinois, which were also test data for developing QA systems. Training a statistical parser on QuestionBank data, possibly in combination with Penn Treebank data, therefore seems to be an attractive alternative. In fact, this is precisely how Judge et al. train their parser. However, for reasons explained in more detail in sections 2 and 3, we will adopt annotation guidelines for questions that differ from the Penn Treebank-style annotation used in QuestionBank. Rather, we will follow a more hierarchical annotation style for NPs that has been proposed by Vadas and Curran (2007) and that provides an easier interface for semantic interpretation. Section 3 will introduce the Vadas and Curran (2007) annotation style and will motivate why it is appropriate for the QA system envisaged here. Section 4 will present a set of parsing experiments for the Berkeley parser trained on different combinations of treebank data discussed in sections 2 and 3. The final section summarizes the main results of this paper and discusses directions for future research.
Data Collection for Querying NLP Resource Metadata
One of the main reasons to create a new data set of questions and not use some already existing set has to do with the specific subject domain of the QA system to be developed. All the questions should concern particular pieces of information associated with language resources or with different application domains of natural language processing. In order to obtain a realistic data set of this sort, we harvested the questions from mailing lists like LinguistList 2 and Corpora List 3 , as well as from the Stack Overflow 4 questions tagged with "nlp". The mailing lists have a history of 20 years and have a lot of extra content other than user queries. Therefore, all the posts had to be browsed through in order to manually extract only the relevant questions from the whole post. For example, information about the person asking the question was deleted from the original posts, since such information is not relevant for a QA system. Spelling and grammar errors were then removed from the extracted questions. A number of 2500 questions were harvested until the moment of writing, but the goal is to gather a 10.000 questions corpus that should provide enough training and testing data when converted into a treebank.
The data below provide some typical examples that have been collected from the three sources:
(1) Where can I find a corpus of German newspapers from the 17th century until the 1950s?
(2) What good introductory books on the subject of natural language processing, parsing and tagging are there? Apart from the more restricted subject domain, the NLP Resource Metadata Questions significantly differ from the SemEval data used in QuestionBank in at least two other respects:
• The average length of the SemEval questions in QuestionBank is 47.58 characters and 9.45 words, whereas the NLP Questions average 81.17 characters and 12.88 words.
• Moreover, the distribution of questions types is quite different in the two cases. The SemEval data set used for QuestionBank is intended to query encyclopedic knowledge from sources such as Wikipedia. querying NLP resource metadata, the emphasis is to a large extent on where and is there questions; the percentage for each type of question in the two datasources is showed in Table 1 .
Comparing the Annotation of Base NPs
There is yet another property of both QuestionBank and the Penn Treebank that limits its usefulness for the QA application considered here. This concerns the flat-structure annotation style for noun phrases adopted in both resources. For example, in the question Where can I find a German corpus containing second language acquisition materials? the compound noun second language acquisition materials would be annotated in these resources as a single flat NP, as shown in the left column of Figure 1 . Such a flat annotation does not provide sufficient information about the scope of each member of the compound. It is precisely this type of shortcoming that led Vadas and Curran (2007) to revise the Penn Treebank annotation style for NPs along the following lines:
• If the intended scope of a base NP leads to a strictly right-branching structure, then the Penn Treebank annotation remains unchanged.
• If the intended scope is partially or completely left-branching, then an extra node is introduced into the tree for each leftbranching structure. The label of this node is either NML or JJP, depending on the lexical head of the local tree (noun or adjective, respectively).
The resulting annotation for the compound noun second language acquisition materials is shown in the right column of Figure 1 .
From the point of view of semantic interpretation, the more contoured Vadas and Curran (2007) annotation style is to be preferred since it reflects the type of answer that is required, namely materials for second language acquisition, but not for example acquisition materials for second language, or the second (batch) of language acquisition materials.
It is precisely for this reason that we adopt the annotation style of Vadas and Curran (2007) for the NLP Resource Metadata Questions Treebank (henceforth abbreviated as NLP-QT).
Experimental Results
This section summarizes the set of experiments that we have conducted with the Vadas and Curran (2007) annotation style for NPs and in particular with the NLP-QT data set. We discuss two types of experiments:
• comparing the performance of the parser using different annotation styles for base NPs,
• experiments for optimizing the language model of a statistical parser in order to assist with the semi-automatic creation of the treebank.
All the experiments were performed with the Berkeley parser. The results are summarized in Table 2 and Table 3 .
Parsing Results for Different Annotation Styles
Using Bikel (2004)'s parser, Vadas and Curran (2007) report that the parsing results slightly decrease when the parser is trained on the Penn Treebank with the modified annotation style for NPs.
As Table 2 shows, we obtain a similar result when testing on section 23 of the Penn Treebank, using the Berkeley parser trained on sections 02-21 of the same treebank: there is minor drop in F-score from 90.43 to 89.96. We also confirm Gildea's finding that testing a parser on test sets from a different domain than the training sets results in a significant loss of performance: when using the same models that we used for the Penn Treebank experiments, the average F-score for test data from the Question Bank in a 10-fold cross-validation experiment is 79.944 for the model trained on the original Penn Treebank and 77.607 for the model trained on the modified Penn Treebank.
The above experiments were designed as a baseline for comparing the performance of the parser trained only on Penn Treebank data. But since our primary interest is in parsing questions as accurately as possible, we conducted a second set of experiments, summarized in the lower half of Table 2. Here additional training data from the Question Bank was added to both the original and the modified Penn Treebank training data. The decrease in performance caused by adding the QuestionBank training data together with the modified NP annotation on section 23 is comparable to the one caused by adding the modified NP annotation alone (a decrease from 90.263 to 90.04, whereas for the original Penn Treebank data the F-score decreased from 90.43 to 89.96), but this slight decrease is more than offset by the increase in semantic information obtained from the Vadas and Curran (2007) annotation for complex base NPs. Even more noteworthy is the big jump in F-score from 77.607 to 92.658 when adding the QuestionBank data to the training data.
Semi-automatic Creation of NLP-QT
The creation of a treebank is a time-consuming and expensive task if all the annotation has to be performed manually. It is therefore useful to investigate whether at least parts of the annotation can be performed automatically or by a combination of automatic analysis and manual post editing. To this end, we performed a set of parsing experiments, again using the Berkeley parser, where the test data are taken both from the QuestionBank and a seed set of 500 manually annotated questions from the NLP-QT. The results are shown in Table 3 .
As in the experiments shown in the previous subsection, the performance with a model trained purely on Penn Treebank data (with NPs annotated in the Vadas and Curran (2007) style) serves as a baseline (the model is called np-wsj in the table). This model is then enriched by first adding annotated data from Question Bank and then by adding the manually annotated questions from the NLP-QT. We refer to these models as np-wsjqb and npwsjqblq 500, respectively. The results are very encouraging on several dimensions:
1. overall parsing performance on the test data for both the np-wsjqb and the np-wsjqblq 500 models is very good 2. adding questions from the NLP-QT yields a desired increase in performance 3. almost two-thirds of all questions from the test data yield a completely correct parse.
These three findings together make a semiautomatic construction of the NLP-QT entirely feasible. In fact, we are currently constructing the NLP-QT treebank in this semi-automatic fashion, using the same iterative approach to treebank construction adopted for the QuestionBank data by Judge et al. This approach involves iterations of manual post correction of automatically generated Table 4 : Average length and constituent count for the correctly/incorrectly parsed questions parses, adding this post-corrected data set to the previously used training material and then retraining the parser with the enlarged data set. One question that was not addressed in the approach by Judge et al. concerns the selection of the additional trees that will be manually corrected and then added to the training and test material in the next iteration. As Hwa (2001) has pointed out, this selection process can be critical in minimizing the amount of data that needs to be hand-corrected during grammar induction. She suggests several simple heuristics for ranking the candidate trees, two of which will be considered here. One heuristic is based on the often observed fact that, on average, longer sentences are harder to parse correctly than shorter ones. A second, related and somewhat more fine-grained variant of the first heuristic is based on the number of constituents obtained by the automatic parse of a sentence. Since the automatic parse is often at least partially incorrect, the constituent count of the parser will typically be just an estimate of the actual constituent count and related complexity of the sentence. Hwa suggests that when trees are added, the selected trees should match the average constituent count and length profile of the trees that were incorrectly parsed in the previous iteration.
We adopt Hwa's approach in the construction of the NLP-QT treebank. In order to use it effectively, it is necessary to inspect the results of the parser and in particular create an automatic profile of the completely correct versus partially incorrect parses. This type of error analysis is the subject of the next section. Table 4 summarizes the profiling of the 500 questions from the NLP-QT used in the 10-fold validation experiment. On average, 48.59 % of all sentences received an entirely correct parse. The average length in characters and in words as well as the average number of constituents of the correctly parsed sentences differ significantly from the questions where the parse is only partially correct. These results provide a sound basis for applying Hwa's selection method: in the next iteration of optimizing the statistical model for the parser, sampling should focus on questions that match as closely as possible the character, word, and constituent count of the partially incorrect parse trees.
Error Analysis
In order to get an impression of the kinds of mistakes that are made by the Berkeley parser, we are presenting two partially incorrect parse trees for the sentences in 6 and 7.
(6) Is there any freely available text corpus for Croatian, no smaller than 20k words?
(7) Where can I find information on chunking French and German texts?
The trees obtained by the Berkeley parser for these two sentences are shown in Figures 2 and 3 , respectively. They exhibit the following typical attachment mistakes and misgroupings of conjuncts in a coordination structure:
The parse tree generated by the Berkeley parser for sentence 6 (Figure 2 ) contains several errors: two attachment errors (the PP for Croatian is not attached as a post-head modifier to the nominal head text corpus, but rather attached high as a sister of the preceding NP. Likewise, the modifier starting with no smaller ... is treated as an ADJP rather than an NP and is attached as well as a sister of the preceding NP and PP rather than to the complex NP any ... for Croatian in the gold parse. Moreover, the JJP freely available is incorrectly labelled as an ADJP.
The parse tree for sentence 7 (Figure 3 ) fails on the correct grouping and labelling of the coordinate structure French and German texts. The tagger treats the lexical token chunking as a noun (NN), rather than a gerund (VBG), and the lexical token French as a plural noun (NNS) rather than as an adjective (JJ). The parser then combines these two items into an NP, which is then coordinated with the NP German texts.
By hand correcting parse trees similar to the ones just discussed and by including them in the data set for retraining the parsing model in the next iteration, the performance of the parser on the types of constructions in question will improve and thereby minimize the amount of manual post editing as much as possible.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we have presented the development process of the NLP-QT resource that will be used for data-driven parsing in the context of a domainspecific QA system for querying NLP resource metadata. We have motivated the need to build NLP-QT as a resource in its own right by comparing the Penn Treebank-style annotation scheme used for QuestionBank with the modified NP annotation for the Penn Treebank introduced by Vadas and Curran (2007) . We have argued that this modified annotation scheme provides a better interface representation for semantic interpretation and have shown how it can be incorporated into the NLP-QT resource, without significant loss in parser performance.
The parsing experiments reported in the paper confirm the feasibility of an iterative, semiautomatic construction of the NLP-QT resource similar to the approach taken for QuestionBank. At the same time, we propose to improve the iterative refinement technique used for QuestionBank by adopting Hwa's heuristics for selecting additional material to be hand-corrected and added to the data set at each iteration.
Another important aspect in the creation of a treebank how to ensure a consistent and correct annotation of the linguistic material. Automatic error detection techniques that can be used to test the accuracy of the annotation have already been described in works like Květoň and Oliva (2002) , for the part of speech annotation level, and Dickinson and Meurers (2005) , for the syntactic annotation level. In future work on the NLP-QT, we plan to employ such methods in order to identify and to correct inconsistencies in the annotation.
